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Abstract
This paper introduces the design of a snapshot-consistent
flash translation layer (SCFTL) for flash disks, which has a
stronger guarantee about the possible behavior after a crash
than conventional designs. More specifically, the flush operation of SCFTL also has the functionality of making a “disk
snapshot.” When a crash occurs, the flash disk is guaranteed
to recover to the state right before the last flush. The major
benefit of SCFTL is that it allows a more efficient design of
upper layers in the storage stack. For example, the file system
built on SCFTL does not require the use of a journal for crash
recovery. Instead, it only needs to perform a flush operation
of SCFTL at the end of each atomic transaction. We use a
combination of a proof assistant, a symbolic executor, and an
SMT solver, to formally verify the correctness of our SCFTL
implementation. We modify the xv6 file system to support
group commit and utilize SCFTL’s stronger crash guarantee.
Our evaluation using file system benchmarks shows that the
modified xv6 on SCFTL is 3 to 30 times faster than xv6 with
logging on conventional FTLs, and is in the worst case only
two times slower than the state-of-the-art setting: the ext4 file
system on the Physical Block Device (pblk) FTL.

1

Introduction

In modern computer systems, data storage usually needs to go
through multiple layers, starting from a specific application,
going through the file system, and eventually reaching the
physical device. Usually, we refer to those layers as the storage stack. The design of a correct storage stack is non-trivial.
For instance, in order to maintain efficiency, I/O operations
sending from one layer can be reordered to reduce the overall
waiting time. More importantly, under a sudden power loss
or a system crash, a storage system should correctly recover
the stored data. Due to the high complexity of the system design, in recent years, a significant amount of research effort is
devoted to applying formal methods to provide rigorous correctness guarantees about storage stacks. Among those, one
crucial direction is proving crash safety [3, 9, 10, 12, 13, 42].
Crash recovery is a critical issue; no one wants to lose
important data after one accidental power loss. In the stateof-the-art system design, each component in the storage stack
has its crash recovery mechanism and usually makes only
minimal assumptions about its lower layers. For instance, the
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file system usually assumes the underlying physical device
follows the asynchronous disk model. The model provides
only minimal guarantees about its possible behavior when the
system crashes. As a result, the file system needs to implement
a heavyweight crash recovery mechanism.
The more recent design of physical devices offers much
stronger guarantees while maintaining similar performance.
For instance, the prefix-preserving disk model [11] guarantees
to recover to some state after the last flush operation without
operation reordering. The snapshot-consistent disk model we
propose in this paper provides an even stronger guarantee.
The advance in the physical device design provides us with
an excellent opportunity to rethink the design of the entire
storage stack. The stronger guarantees of the physical device
enable a cleaner and more efficient design of file systems,
database systems, and applications built on top of them. For
instance, the upper layer can remove some write barriers and
data replication to achieve higher performance.
In this paper, we introduce the snapshot-consistent flash
translation layer (SCFTL). The flash translation layer (FTL)
is the interface between flash memory and upper layers in the
storage stack, providing operations such as write, read, and
flush. As the name suggests, SCFTL implements the snapshotconsistent disk model, which ensures that a crashed disk will
recover to the state right before the last flush operation.
Our snapshot-consistent disk model has the benefit that the
flush operation can be used to take a “disk snapshot.” The
feature is particularly useful for upper layers to implement
atomic operations/transactions—they only need to invoke a
flush at the end of each operation/transaction. Upper-layer
systems can utilize this feature to obtain a more efficient
design, e.g., removing the journal from a file system.
Next, we compare the snapshot-consistent disk model with
other disk models used in the literature. At first glance, one
might think that the synchronous disk model can provide a
similar crash guarantee, as it also confines the number of postcrash states to one. The synchronous disk model, however,
can ensure only the atomicity of a single disk write, whereas
our proposed snapshot-consistent disk model guarantees the
atomicity of multiple writes between two consecutive flushes.
The asynchronous disk model guarantees only that writes
before a flush are durable. For those after the last flush operation, even the order is not guaranteed. In the worst case,
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it might have 2n post-crash states, where n is the number of
writes after the last flush. The prefix-preserving disk model
guarantees that writes after the last flush will not be reordered,
so the possible post-crash states reduce to, in the worst case,
n. The post-crash states of the two disk models are “nondeterministic,” and the upper layers have to consider all possible scenarios in their crash recovery mechanisms.
Our SCFTL allows an efficient implementation (§3) utilizing the out-of-place update feature of FTLs. An FTL usually
maintains an in-memory logical-to-physical address translation table (or L2P for short). On a write of data d to a logical
address l, due to the physical constraint of the flash memory,
the FTL cannot just update the value pointed to by l to d.
Instead, it finds a new physical location, puts d there, and
updates L2P to remap l to that new location. The old data
pointed to by l remains there. The main idea of our implementation is to remember the L2P right before the last flush
operation, which we refer to as the stable L2P. When the
system crashes, we use the stable L2P to recover to the state
before the last flush. Writing the entire L2P to the flash memory is an expensive operation, so we design a mechanism to
store only the changes to the last stored L2P table, and store
the full L2P to the flash memory only occasionally. We also
designed a mechanism to ensure that the garbage collector
will not erase the data pointed by the stable L2P.
We have formally verified the correctness of our SCFTL
implementation using a combination of a proof assistant, a
symbolic executor, and an SMT solver, which achieves a good
balance between the degree of automation and the expressive
power for stating and proving desired properties. The formal
framework is set up manually using an interactive proof assistant, while the proof obligations involving the detail of
SCFTL are discharged automatically with an SMT solver.
In the formal framework, we start with a simple mathematical specification of the snapshot-consistent disk model, which
we briefly illustrate here using Figure 1. The state of the
specification has two sector arrays, stable and volatile. The
flush() operation copies volatile to stable; then the operation write(0, x9 ) changes volatile[0] to x9 and nothing else,
while the read(2) operation returns volatile[2]; finally, the
recovery() operation overwrites volatile with stable. In contrast to the specification, the SCFTL implementation stores
the two arrays using more sophisticated data structures to
achieve better performance and to satisfy the constraints of
the flash memory. For instance, the stable array is implemented as an in-flash L2P and a list of L2P changes. Using a
proof assistant, we reduce a behavioral correctness property
over multiple FTL operations—which asserts that the SCFTL
implementation behaves as the specification describes—to
simpler per-operation correctness properties about each FTL
operation (§4). We also prove that the behavioral correctness
of SCFTL implies its snapshot consistency.
We then use more automatic tools to prove per-operation
correctness (§5). More specifically, the relationship between
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Figure 1. Illustration of the SCFTL operations.
the two arrays in the specification and the data structures in
our implementation is described as a logical formula called
the abstraction relation, and one type of the per-operation
correctness formulae has the form “if the abstraction relation
holds for the states before executing an operation, the relation
will remain true for the states after executing the operation.”
We use a symbolic executor [8, 32] to translate the C program
of our SCFTL implementation to logical formulae describing
how the states change after executing an SCFTL operation.
Then we use an SMT solver to ensure that our implementation
does satisfy the per-operation correctness formulae.
Our experimental results (§7) show that when a workload
does not flush the disk too frequently, SCFTL is as efficient
as an FTL implementing the asynchronous disk model. To
understand the usefulness of SCFTL, we modify the xv6 [16]
file system to support group commit and utilize the stronger
crash guarantee granted by SCFTL. By changing less than
30 lines of code, we show that the modified xv6 on SCFTL
outperforms xv6 with logging on conventional FTLs by 3 to
30 times using our file system benchmarks; the performance
improvement is less obvious for workloads that frequently
flush the disk (e.g., smallfiles repeatedly creates a file, writes
100 bytes of data to it, and calls fsync), and more obvious for
workloads with lower flush frequency (e.g., largefile writes
4 MB of data to a file and calls fsync for every 1 MB). This
observation suggests an important guideline for building systems and applications on top of SCFTL: reducing the flush
frequency to extract more benefits from SCFTL. Finally, we
use the same file system benchmarks to compare the performance of the modified xv6 on SCFTL with the state-of-the-art
setting: the ext4 file system on the pblk [6] FTL. The result
is encouraging. Although xv6 is a file system known to be
simple but slow, our xv6 on SCFTL is in the worst case only
two times slower than ext4 on pblk. Moreover, xv6 on SCFTL
has a stronger crash guarantee than that of ext4 on pblk.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are the
design, specification, and verification of SCFTL:
• The design exploits the out-of-place update feature of FTLs
and uses an efficient checkpointing algorithm to provide a
stronger crash guarantee at the disk level (§3). We validate
its efficiency with disk and file system benchmarks (§7).
• The specification is simple and useful as it involves only the
manipulation of two arrays and a counter, and it naturally
ensures the atomicity of multiple disk writes. We formalize snapshot consistency and show that the specification
satisfies the property with a proof assistant (§4).
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• We verify that our implementation of SCFTL meets its
specification using automatic verification tools. To scale
the verification of SCFTL, we propose a novel approach to
model crash behavior and describe some techniques to simplify the proof obligations, including using ghost variables
to craft efficient SMT encodings, categorizing invariants to
remove unnecessary conditions, and partitioning the proofs
to avoid non-determinism (§5).
SCFTL has several limitations. First, SCFTL does not allow concurrent SCFTL operations, although it does allow
flash operations to be executed concurrently (more detail in
§6.2). Second, SCFTL assumes the underlying flash memory
is free of error. Finally, SCFTL does not implement standard
optimizations of FTLs, such as hot-cold data separation and
wear leveling, although its design does not prohibit them.

2

Related Work

We first discuss the recent advance of disk models; in particular, we will focus on transactional and order-preserving
models. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to
address the verification of the crash safety issue at the physical
device layer. Most previous work on crash safety verification
assumes a correct asynchronous disk is given and put their
focus on other layers in the storage stack, e.g., the file system.
We will discuss some recent work in this direction.
The transactional models [15, 17, 25, 38, 41] guarantee
the atomicity of multiple write operations. They provide a
non-standard disk interface, which has two consequences:
(i) their semantics (e.g., isolated concurrent transactions and
transaction abortion) is hard to formally specify or verify, and
(ii) system developers have to learn a new interface, increasing
the burden of porting existing or developing new software.
The order-preserving disk models [11, 45] guarantee the
preservation of operation orders across a crash. They expose
the standard read-write-flush disk interface, but with fewer
possible post-crash states than the asynchronous disk model.
Upper layers in the storage stack can utilize this feature to
reduce the number of flushes invoked in their crash recovery
mechanisms (e.g., copy-on-write and journaling).
Compared with the transactional models, the snapshotconsistent model uses the standard read-write-flush interface.
It, moreover, guarantees the atomicity of multiple writes between two consecutive flushes and thus provides a stronger
guarantee than the order-preserving models.
Recent research work has discovered many crash vulnerabilities in widely used applications such as LevelDB and
Git [36], as well as ACID violations in many relational
database systems [46].These vulnerabilities mainly stem from
the vague and weak crash guarantees provided by the underlying file systems. File systems themselves, even for mature
ones such as ext4, btrfs [39] and F2FS [28], also contain bugs
that may result in severe consequences [24, 27, 31].
In the past decades, a significant amount of research effort
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is devoted to the development of a verified crash-safe storage
stack. To name a few, the verified file systems Yxv6 [42],
FSCQ [13], and DFSCQ [12] assume an asynchronous disk
model and use a log-based design to guarantee crash safety.
Instead of the asynchronous disk model, both the BilbyFS [3]
and Flashix [19] file systems assume the underlying layer is a
raw flash device (without an FTL) and implement an atomic
transaction mechanism to ensure crash safety.
SCFTL differs from previous work on verifying the storage
stack in that it targets the physical device layer. This approach
has three notable benefits: First, the code and the data structure of an FTL are usually simpler and more manageable than
that of a file system; thus it is easier to develop an efficient yet
verifiable layer. Second, providing the standard disk interface
is more modular than directly building file systems on a raw
flash device; developers can build their own systems with various features and optimizations, and leave crash safety to the
underlying verified disk. Finally, this approach allows us to
exploit useful device characteristics (e.g., the out-of-place update feature of FTLs); it enables SCFTL to provide a stronger
crash guarantee without compromising the performance.
Regarding the verification methodology and framework,
the closest work to ours is Yggdrasil [42], which establishes
a forward simulation and discharges the proof obligations
using an SMT solver, achieving a high degree of automation.
Compared with Yggdrasil, we have additionally formalized
our simulation argument, snapshot consistency, and relevant
theorems using a proof assistant, providing more correctness
guarantees. The proof obligations have to be manually massaged into a form that can be handled by an SMT solver;
strictly speaking, this leaves a gap in our formal proof (but
we bridge the gap by pen-and-paper reasoning).
By contrast, there has been work on storage system verification [9, 10, 13, 19] where the entire proof is formally
verified with a proof assistant and does not have any gaps, although their verification cost is also significantly higher since
the whole proof structure has to be carefully designed and
constructed by programmers. Our framework is not as sophisticated as Argosy [9], which treats layered storage systems,
or Perennial [10], which supports concurrency; extending our
framework to support these features are interesting future
directions. There are also differences in modeling decisions
between our framework and the others—for example, in Argosy a crash is modeled as an individual event whereas we
incorporate crashes into operations, and in Yggdrasil the effect of a lower-level operation may not be visible at a higher
level whereas we always relate such an operation to a corresponding higher-level operation that is specified not to change
the state. These differences in modeling decisions do not lead
to vital differences in correctness guarantees, however.

3

SCFTL Design and Implementation

SCFTL is designed with high performance, strong crash guarantees, and provable correctness in mind. Below we give an
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Figure 2. Flash memory layout of SCFTL.
overview of flash disks and describe the techniques we use
that set SCFTL apart from traditional FTLs.

3.1

Flash disk overview

Usually, a flash disk contains two main components, a fast
dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) to store temporary
data and a slower flash memory to store permanent data. In this
paper, we use the keywords in-memory or buffer to mean the
data is stored in the DRAM and in-flash to mean it is stored
in the flash memory. Flash memory is usually structured as
a list of blocks, each of which consists of multiple pages. A
page further contains one or multiple sectors, the basic unit
the upper layers (e.g., the file system) use to access data. One
can access flash memory through commands such as READ
and WRITE a page, ERASE a block, and SYNC to wait for the
completion of all ongoing flash commands. Due to physical
limitations, flash commands need to follow several intricate
constraints. For instance, a page must be erased before being
written. However, the basic unit for ERASE is a block, while
that for WRITE is a page. It would be inefficient if we erase
the entire block whenever we write to a page within it.
In order to free users from handling the intricate device
characteristics of flash memory, a flash disk usually comes
with a flash translation layer (FTL) to hide the complexity.
Typical operations supported by an FTL include a write and
a read operation to store and retrieve a sector of data, a flush
operation to wait until all unprocessed changes is made to
the flash memory, a recovery procedure that will be invoked
after a crash, and a garbage collection (GC) procedure gc that
will only be invoked by its internal garbage collector. Every
FTL should at least support the main functionalities, namely
address translation, crash recovery, and garbage collection.
Below we introduce how SCFTL implements those functions.

3.2

Address translation

To comply with the erase-before-write constraint of flash
memory, SCFTL maintains an in-memory logical-to-physical
table (L2P) and writes data in a log-structured manner [40]
to avoid in-place updates. Address translation can be done
at the granularity of sectors, pages, blocks, or a mixture of
them [26]. Often finer granularity leads to better performance,
but at the cost of higher memory usage due to a larger L2P.
SCFTL uses a sector-level L2P to achieve better performance.
SCFTL handles the request write(la, d), i.e., writing a sector of data d to the logical sector address la, as follows. It
first stores d into a page-sized merge buffer employed to resolve the size mismatch between a sector and a page. Then
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SCFTL finds a new location pa for placing d using the triplet
(blk, pg, sec), called an active pointer, where the first two together point to the next free page to be written, and the last
one points to the next free slot in the merge buffer. We call
the block blk the active block. Then SCFTL also updates the
in-memory L2P with the entry la 7→ pa.
When the merge buffer is full, SCFTL invokes the command WRITE(blk, pg, d) to write the buffered data to the flash
memory, where d is the content of the merge buffer. Then
SCFTL increases pg by one to follow the sequential write
constraint (within one block) of flash memory, unless pg is
already the last page in a block, in which case blk is assigned
a new block address dequeued from the free block queue and
pg is reset to 0. The free block queue is an in-memory data
structure that SCFTL uses to track currently available blocks.
Finally, SCFTL would have to remember that the address
storing old data (if any) is no longer valid, and the one for
the new data is now valid. The garbage collector needs this
information to relocate all valid data before erasing a block. In
SCFTL, this is realized by an in-memory physical-to-logical
table (P2L), which is the “reverse” mapping of L2P. Flash
disks usually have more available physical locations than
logical locations. So it can happen that a mapping p 7→ l is
in P2L, but l 7→ p is not in L2P. In such a case, we know that
this physical address p is invalid. We also use an in-memory
table, called the valid count table, to remember the number of
valid sectors in each block. The valid count table will be used
by the garbage collector to select the victim block to recycle.
Handling a read(la) request is simpler: SCFTL first checks
if the requested data is still stored in the merge buffer; if so,
it directly returns the data in the merge buffer. Otherwise,
SCFTL performs an L2P lookup to find the corresponding
physical address p, followed by a READ(p) command to retrieve the requested data stored in the flash memory. For a
flush() request, SCFTL first stores the buffered data in the
flash memory and advances the active pointer in the same way
as handling a write request. Then it issues a SYNC command
to ensure all data written before this point is persistent.
SCFTL maintains another L2P (the stable L2P) to reflect
the state of the in-memory L2P right before the last flush for
ensuring snapshot consistency. To distinguish the two kinds
of L2P, we will call the in-memory L2P the volatile L2P. The
cost of physically storing the stable L2P in the flash memory
can be prohibitively high. Thus, SCFTL logically maintains
the stable L2P through checkpointing in an efficient way.
Figure 2 shows the flash memory layout of SCFTL, including a delta region that records L2P differences, and a full
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Figure 3. Full checkpoint protocol. The occurrence of crashes is partitioned to stages 1 - 5 .
checkpoint region that stores an entire L2P. SCFTL can create two kinds of checkpoints: a lightweight delta checkpoint
and a heavyweight full checkpoint. SCFTL always creates
a delta checkpoint when a flush is invoked. Under rare circumstances where the delta region nearly runs out of space,
SCFTL creates a full checkpoint and clears the delta region.
Delta checkpoint Whenever a volatile L2P entry is modified
due to a write or a gc operation, SCFTL also inserts a delta
pair, which consists of a logical and a physical address, into
the page-sized delta buffer. When the delta buffer is full,
SCFTL invokes a WRITE command to store all buffered pairs
along with a tentative tag into the in-flash delta region in
a sequential manner and clears the buffer. We illustrate this
operation in Figure 2.
On receiving a flush request, SCFTL first makes sure host
data is safely stored in the flash memory. It then follows the
same procedure above to store the buffered pairs in the flash
memory, except here the delta page is tagged as committed. A
committed delta page activates previous tentative delta pages,
i.e., all delta pages before a committed one are treated as
committed. When the committed delta page is safely kept in
the flash memory, a delta checkpoint is successfully created.
Full checkpoint A full checkpoint of SCFTL consists of
a complete L2P table and a commit flag. When making a
full checkpoint, i.e., storing the volatile L2P together with
a commit flag to the flash memory, we employ a shadow to
prevent modification to the old L2P before the new one is
settled. The detailed steps can be found in Figure 3. In short,
we first store the new (volatile) L2P to the flash memory
and start to erase the old L2P and the delta region only after
the new L2P is committed. To ensure the correctness of our
recovery procedure, we allow only flush operations to create
a full checkpoint; write and gc operations are not allowed to
create a full checkpoint. One potential issue is that the delta
region might become full after a write or a gc operation. We
address this issue by imposing upper bounds on the number of
write and gc invocations (hence the number of created delta
pairs) within an epoch, i.e., between two consecutive flushes.
To ensure these bounds are respected, SCFTL uses a write
counter and a GC counter to keep track of the number of
write and gc invocations in the current epoch, respectively,
and resets both counters on a flush or a recovery. If the upper
layer calls a write after the write counter exceeds the bound,
SCFTL simply treats that write as a no-op.
Systems that use SCFTL to implement atomic transactions
should be aware of the write bound, to make sure an operation can fit into the current epoch before executing it. If an
operation is too large to fit into an entire epoch (e.g., writing
a large amount of data to a file), then it should be broken into
multiple smaller ones. We believe that this requirement is not
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too restrictive, given that some systems also face a similar situation; for example, because of the log size limit, ext4 always
checks that the current running transaction has sufficient capacity left before atomically updating its metadata [35, §3.1].
Similarly, systems built on SCFTL can record the number of
writes issued to SCFTL since the last flush, and before executing an operation, calculate the number of writes required
to complete the operation. If the operation does not fit into
the current epoch, then the system should call a flush to form
a new epoch. This avoids calling a flush in the middle of an
operation, which may expose intermediate states on a crash.

3.3

Crash recovery

The recovery procedure first recovers the volatile L2P with
full and delta checkpoints. To explain how to reconstruct the
L2P, we begin by specifying what is visible to the recovery
procedure. A full checkpoint is visible if and only if it is
committed. For the delta region, we treat its first page specially
to ensure we can erase the entire delta region atomically. The
only important information on the first page is the commit
flag. All delta pairs on the first page are dummy delta pairs
that will be ignored in the recovery procedure. Visibility of
delta pairs can be determined by examining the commit flag
of the first page of the delta region and, if the commit flag is
on, performing a sequential scan over the entire delta region
to find the last committed page.
In most cases, the recovery procedure simply restores a
base L2P from a full checkpoint and applies all visible delta
pairs in sequential order. The only exception is when a crash
occurs during a full checkpoint. Below we analyze the behavior of the recovery procedure against each crash point during
a full checkpoint, as shown in Figure 3:
1 : The old L2P and all delta pairs are visible. Restoring the
old L2P and applying each delta pair yields the new L2P.
2 : Both the old and new L2P, and all delta pairs are visible. Although we do not leave other information (e.g., a
timestamp) to distinguish the old L2P from the new one,
our checkpoint design ensures that starting from either
L2P and applying each delta pair restores the new L2P.
3 : The new L2P and all delta pairs are visible. For the same
reasoning in 2 , it restores the new L2P and applies each
delta pair, yielding the new L2P.
4 : The new L2P is visible and all delta pairs are invisible. It
simply restores the new L2P.
5 : The new L2P and the dummy pairs are visible. It restores
the new L2P and ignores all dummy delta pairs.
Selective persistence The idea of selective persistence [34]
is to persistently keep only primary data, which is the minimal set of data structures required for correct crash recovery,
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and rebuild non-primary data from the primary one. This way,
the protocol to correctly maintain consistency between multiple data structures can be greatly simplified. In SCFTL, the
primary data is simply the L2P. After restoring the volatile
L2P, the recovery procedure proceeds to rebuild the block
queues (explained later), P2L table, and valid counts table.

3.4

Garbage collection

The GC procedure of standard FTLs consists of the following
steps: (i) find a victim block, (ii) relocate all valid sectors
(those pointed to by the volatile L2P) in the victim block
similarly to the write operation (the relocation phase), and
(iii) erase the victim block (the erasure phase). In SCFTL, the
standard GC procedure cannot be used, as the data pointed to
by the stable L2P might be erased by a garbage collector.
To prevent such an issue, one design option is to keep additional information on what is allowed to be erased. This
approach is taken by TxFlash [38, §3.3] to prevent back pointers from being erased. The downside of this approach is that
it can incur notable memory and performance overhead.
Another approach, adopted by OPTR [11, §3.4], is to invoke an internal flush (i.e., a flush operation issued by the
FTL) before GC is activated. While an internal flush is allowed by the prefix-preserving guarantee that OPTR offers, it
is not allowed by the snapshot consistency SCFTL is trying
to achieve, as otherwise SCFTL might rollback to the state
right before an internal flush on a recovery.
Two-phase garbage collection Instead, we use a simple protocol called two-phase garbage collection (2PGC), which delays the erasure phase until a flush is invoked. This is correct
because after a flush operation, the old stable L2P will be
discarded and hence all the previously selected victim blocks
can be safely erased. To implement this idea, in the 2PGC
mechanism, we use two functions gcrl and gces to handle the
relocation and erasure phases, respectively. We, moreover,
maintain four queues to remember the status of blocks. Initially, all blocks are in the free block queue, except the active
block, which does not belong to any of the state queues. When
the active block is fully written, we add it to the used block
queue and pick another block from the free block queue as
the new active block.
When the garbage collector invokes the gcrl function, it first
removes a victim block from the used queue and performs the
relocation of valid sectors. After all valid sectors are removed
from the victim block, the gcrl function adds the victim block
to the invalid block queue. As the name suggests, all blocks in
the invalid queue do not have any valid sector. Nevertheless,
those blocks might still contain sectors pointed to by the stable
L2P and hence cannot be immediately erased. All blocks in
the invalid queue will be moved to the erasable block queue
at the end of a flush operation. After a flush, the stable L2P
will be updated, and all invalid blocks are no longer pointed
to by the new stable L2P and are now erasable. All blocks
in the erasable block queue can be safely erased. When the
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garbage collector invokes the gces function, it finds a block b
in the erasable queue, performs an ERASE(b) command, and
puts b in the free block queue.
The remaining problem of 2PGC is that garbage collected
blocks cannot be immediately reused in the current epoch. To
address this issue, SCFTL exploits the upper bounds on the
number of write and gcrl allowed in one epoch to ensure that
there is sufficient space for newly written data and relocated
data. These two bounds already exist to avoid overflowing
the delta region (§3.2). Below we describe the constraints
that need to be satisfied when picking the values for the two
bounds, W (for write, in terms of sectors) and K (for gcrl , in
terms of blocks).
The first constraint ensures that write and gcrl do not consume space more than what gcrl can produce in one epoch:
W
|{z}

consumed by write

+

KN
|{z}

consumed by gcrl

≤

KS
|{z}

(1)

produced by gcrl

where N is the maximum number of valid sectors in every
victim block (we will explain how to obtain this bound later);
S is the number of sectors per block. Each write occupies
one sector and each gcrl relocates at most N sectors; thus at
most W + KN sectors will be consumed in one epoch. Each
gcrl also turns one used block into one invalid block, which
becomes an erasable block in the next epoch; thus at most KS
sectors can be produced in one epoch.
To obtain the bound N, we introduce a GC threshold U: gcrl
can be activated only when the number of used blocks is larger
than or equal to U. Let L be the number of entries of L2P (i.e.,
the number of logical sectors). Recall that a valid sector is a
physical sector mapped by the volatile L2P. The pigeonhole
principle states that there exists a used block (i.e., the hole)
whose number of valid sectors (i.e., the pigeons) is no more
than bL/Uc. One design choice is to force gcrl to always pick
the block with the least number of valid sectors as the victim
block (i.e., the greedy policy). A more flexible alternative
allows gcrl to pick any block providing the block has no more
than bL/Uc valid sectors; the pigeonhole principle ensures the
existence of such block. Either way, we obtain N = bL/Uc.
The threshold may disable gcrl before there is enough space
for the next epoch; SCFTL would fail to proceed to the next
epoch in this situation. To avoid such a situation, we can
choose a proper U, W , and K such that gcrl must be enabled
when there is not enough space for the next epoch:
U
|{z}

≤

GC threshold

P − 1 − d(W + KN)/Se
|
{z
}

(2)

lower bound of used blocks when not enough space

where P is the number of data blocks. First observe that
free, erasable, and invalid blocks are all available to the next
epoch as all invalid blocks become erasable after a flush.
The condition of “not enough space” essentially means that
the total number of these three kinds of blocks is less than
d(W + KN)/Se. Given that the total number of free, erasable,
invalid, and used blocks is equal to P − 1 (we always have
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one active block), we know that the number of used blocks is
more than P − 1 − d(W + KN)/Se when there is not enough
space for the next epoch.
We demonstrate a configuration that satisfies the above
constraints: A 4-GB flash disk has 220 logical sectors (L =
220 ); suppose each block has 512 sectors (S = 512) and we
have 6 GB of flash memory for storing data, then the number
of data blocks will be 3072 (P = 3072). We can set the GC
threshold at 2500 (U = 2500) and we know the number of
valid sectors in every victim block would not exceed 419
(bL/Uc = b220 /2500c = 419). Next we pick suitable values
for W and K. Let W = 4000 and K = 50 and check whether
they satisfy the above two constraints:
24950 = W + KN ≤ KS = 25600
2500 = U ≤ P − 1 − d(W + KN)/Se = 3022
Both constraints are satisfied.
Recovery of block queues After the recovery procedure
reconstructs the volatile L2P, it proceeds to reconstruct other
data structures, including the aforementioned block queues.
The recovery procedure simply scans through the blocks. If
a block contains some sectors pointed to by the L2P, then it
is a used block; otherwise, the recovery procedure treats it
as an erasable block. Note that after the reconstruction of the
volatile L2P, the stable and volatile L2Ps are identical and
hence we do not have any invalid blocks. We do not have any
free blocks after the recovery procedure; we do not have the
information whether a block was in the erasable or free block
queue before the crash. So we have to play it safe and put
them in the erasable queue to follow the erase-before-write
flash constraint.

4

Formal Verification Framework

The design of SCFTL (§3) is fairly sophisticated; to provide a
strong guarantee of its reliability, we have formally verified its
correctness. Our formal verification framework starts with the
definition of a disk model S (similar to Figure 1) that specifies
the intended disk behavior. S is defined as a particular kind
of state transition system (§4.1) on which snapshot consistency can be formulated and proven (§4.2). As opposed to S,
which is merely an abstract, mathematical specification that
is meant to be understood easily, the SCFTL implementation
constitutes a more realistic transition system P. We prove that
P is behaviorally correct with respect to S, and moreover, this
behavioral correctness is strong enough to imply the snapshot
consistency of P (§4.3). Behavioral correctness is a complicated property about sequences of state transitions, which
cannot be easily verified with automatic verification tools.
We can, however, reduce its proof to one about the behavior
of individual operations (§4.4), the latter of which is more
amenable to automatic verification (§5). The content of this
section is formally verified with the Agda proof assistant [33],
but here we provide only a high-level sketch.
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4.1

Specification of disk behavior

To model the behavior of a disk as a state transition system, we
should define the possible states of a disk and the operations
that can be performed on the disk states. In S, which is our
abstract disk model that acts as a definition of intended behavior, a state t of a disk is a pair of arrays t .volatile and t .stable
representing the volatile and stable copies of disk data respectively and a number t .wcnt that counts the number of writes
since the last flush. There is a set N S of states that represent
the possible contents of a new disk, where only the stable
array is initialized to some default value. Reading a disk state
is just retrieving the data at a given address in the volatile
part; since the operation does not change the disk state, we
simply define it as a function read(t, a) , t .volatile[a] rather
than a kind of state transition.
Mirroring the FTL operations except read, the operations
of S are shown in Figure 4: they are classified as regular, flush,
and recovery operations, and have a successfully executed
op
version and a crashed version. Writing t −→ t 0 to mean that
0
there is a transition from t to t through the operation op, that
is, t 0 is the state resulting from applying the operation op to
the state t, we define the effect of an operation by specifying
how t and t 0 are related: A write operation wa,d , which writes
the piece of data d to the address a in the volatile part, is
wa,d 0
defined by saying that t −−
→ t amounts to
0
• t .volatile = t .volatile[a 7→ d], where the right-hand side is
the array whose values are the same as t .volatile except at
the address a, where the value is d,
• t 0 .stable = t .stable, meaning that the stable data is not modified, and
• t 0 .wcnt = t .wcnt + 1, meaning that wcnt, the write counter
mentioned at the end of §3.2, is incremented by one
when a and t .wcnt are within bounds, or otherwise t 0 = t.
The garbage-collecting operations rl and es do not change
the (abstract) disk state. The flush operation f copies the
volatile data to the stable part, and the recovery operation r
does the opposite; both operations reset the write counter to 0.
c
The crashed operations wa,d
, rlc , esc , and rc may disrupt the
volatile data arbitrarily, and thus their definitions only specify
that the stable data remains the same (and the transitions
become non-deterministic); for f c there are two kinds of postcrash state because the update to the flash disk may have
finished, in which case the system behaves as if the flush
operation is successfully executed.

4.2

Snapshot consistency

Snapshot consistency is essentially a property about execution fragments (or fragments for short), which are consecop1
op2
opn
utive sequences of transitions t1 −−→
t2 −−→
· · · −−→
tn+1 ;
we often omit unimportant intermediate states and write
op , op2 , ..., opn
t1 −−1−−−
−−−→ tn+1 . Informally, snapshot consistency says
that when recovered from a crash, reading the state after the
recovery operation will be the same as reading the state right
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Regular

Flush

Crashed

Successful

Write
wa,d

Relocate/Erase (GC)
rl/es

0

f

0

t −−−→ t ,

t −−−→ t ,
0

(InBounds(a, t.wcnt) ∧ t .volatile = t .volatile[a 7→ d]

0

t =t

t .volatile = t .volatile

∨ (¬InBounds(a, t.wcnt) ∧ t 0 = t)
rlc /esc

t −−−→ t 0 ,

0

t .volatile = t .stable
∧ t 0 .stable = t .stable

∧ t 0 .wcnt = 0

∧ t 0 .wcnt = 0

t −−−→ t 0 ,

t 0 .stable = t .stable

r

t −−−→ t 0 ,

∧ t 0 .stable = t .volatile
fc

t −−−→ t 0 ,

t 0 .stable = t .stable

Recover
0

t −−−→ t ,

0

∧ t 0 .stable = t .stable ∧ t 0 .wcnt = t .wcnt + 1)
c
wa,d

Recovery

Flush

t 0 .stable = t .volatile

rc

t −−−→ t 0 ,
t 0 .stable = t .stable

∨ t 0 .stable = t .stable

Figure 4. Definitions of operations in S. GC stands for Garbage Collection. The definition of the predicate InBounds(a, wcnt) is
a ≤ amax ∧ wcnt ≤ wcntmax where amax and wcntmax are the upper bounds on the addresses and the write counter respectively.
Note that in the definitions a write operation has no effect (t 0 = t) when the write counter exceeds the bound (wcnt > wcntmax ).
before the last flush operation prior to the crash. More precisely, the disk may have operated normally for some time
before the crash happens, and the recovery may fail several
times before it succeeds. This whole behavior is described as
a one-recovery fragment of the form
a , ..., a

a (= f ), b , ..., b

c, (rc )m , r

1
k
`
t1 −−
−−−k−1
−→ t2 −−
−−−−1−−−→
t3 −−−−−→ t4

where a1 , . . . , ak are a sequence of successful regular or flush
operations ending with f (that is, ak = f), b1 , . . . , b` are successful regular operations, c is a crashed regular or flush operation, and (rc )m is the crashed recovery operation repeated
m times; this is abbreviated to t1 t4 later on. Writing t ≈ t 0
to mean that read(t, a) = read(t 0 , a) for all addresses a within
bounds, snapshot consistency of a one-recovery fragment of
the above form is defined as follows:
• if c is a crashed regular operation, then t2 ≈ t4 ;
• if c is the crashed flush operation f c , then either t2 ≈ t4 or
t3 ≈ t4 .
Note that in the definition k can be 0, in which case no flush
is performed before the crash c, and the definition requires,
for instance in the first case, that the disk be reverted to the
first state t1 (which equals t2 ) observationally.
We can now formulate snapshot consistency of a disk
model. The typical way of using a disk can be represented as
a multi-recovery fragment of the form
(rc )` , r

t0 −−−→ t1

t2

···

tn

a , ..., a

m
1
tn+1 −−
−−−→
tn+2

which starts with performing the recovery operation on a
state t0 ∈ N S (until it succeeds) to bring the disk to a usable
state, and continues with an arbitrary number of one-recovery
fragments and some trailing regular and flush transitions representing uses of the disk. We say that a multi-recovery fragment of this form is snapshot-consistent if all the one-recovery
sub-fragments t1 t2 , . . . , tn tn+1 are snapshot-consistent,
and that a disk model is snapshot-consistent if its every multirecovery fragment is snapshot-consistent. With the definitions
in place, we can now state our first result (whose proof is
straightforward and omitted here).
Lemma 1. S is snapshot-consistent.
Note that the definitions of snapshot consistency make
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sense for any disk model that has the same structure as S, in
particular for the model P that we will describe next.

4.3

Behavioral correctness and
snapshot consistency of SCFTL

S is a simplistic transition system: it gives a concise definition
of the intended disk behavior, but is unsuitable for direct
implementation. In SCFTL (§3), we use more practical states
that consist of various in-memory and in-flash data structures,
and sophisticated operations implemented in C. All these give
rise to another transition system P, which has the same set
of operations as S (as well as a read function for reading the
states of P) and also a set N P of possible states of a new disk
(where only the in-flash part is initialized). The definition
of P is a formal version of what has been presented in §3; the
exact definition is not needed in this section though, and will
be described later in §5.
We have proven that P is behaviorally correct with respect
to S: if we perform a legitimate sequence of operations in P
to obtain a fragment and read the normal states, which are
states that immediately follow a successful operation, the
results will be the same as performing the same sequence of
operations in S and reading the corresponding states. This
property allows the behavior of P to be understood in terms
of S. More formally, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (behavioralc correctness
of P). For every multi(r )m ,r
op1
opn
recovery fragment s0 −−
−
−
→
s
−
−
→
.
. . −−→
sn+1 in P, there
1
(rc )m ,r
op1
opn
exists a fragment t0 −−−−→ t1 −−→ . . . −−→ tn+1 in S (which
has the same sequence of operations) such that si ≈ ti for
every corresponding pair of normal states si and ti .
We will see how Theorem 1 is proven in §4.4 and §5.
Before we do so, we show that the behavioral correctness of P
is strong enough to allow P to inherit snapshot consistency
from S.
Theorem 2. P is snapshot-consistent.
Proof. We must show that any multi-recovery fragment in P
is snapshot-consistent, that is, the results of reading the states
mentioned by the definitions of snapshot consistency are the
same. Observe that all these states are normal, so reading
these states in the fragment (in P) is the same as reading the
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corresponding states in the fragment in S that is guaranteed to
exist by the behavioral correctness of P. This means that the
P-fragment is snapshot-consistent if the S-fragment is, and
the latter is indeed the case because S is snapshot-consistent
(Lemma 1).

4.4

Per-operation correctness

Theorem 1 is proven with a forward simulation argument [30],
which, though fairly standard, is described below for the sake
of completeness. Given a multi-recovery fragment in P, we
construct a fragment in S with the same sequence of operations while ensuring that every corresponding pair of normal
states in the two fragments is related by an abstraction relation AR (to be described below) such that AR(s,t) implies
s ≈ t for all s and t, and moreover, any corresponding pair of
abnormal states is related by a weaker abstraction relation CR.
This forms a stepwise relationship between the two fragments,
as illustrated, for example, in
s0

r

CR

t0

s1
AR

r

t1

wa,d

s2

f

AR
wa,d

t2

s3

s4

rc

CR

AR
f

wac0 ,d 0

t3

wac0 ,d 0

t4

s5

r

CR

r

c

t5

s6
AR

r

···

(3)

t6

Intuitively, the abstraction relation AR captures how a normal
state in P is interpreted as a state in S. For example, one part
of AR describes where the current data at a logical address—
i.e., an entry in the volatile array of an S-state—can be found
in a P-state. On the other hand, for abnormal states in P,
only the in-flash data are reliable, and the crash abstraction
relation CR describes only how the in-flash part of a P-state is
interpreted as the stable part of an S-state. Back to diagram (3):
The in-memory part of s0 (∈ N P ) is not yet initialized, and
thus s0 only satisfies CR with some t0 (∈ N S ). A successful
recovery operation brings the disk to a normal P-state that
satisfies AR with an S-state. This AR relationship is preserved
by successful regular and flush operations, but deteriorates
to CR when a regular or flush operation crashes. Recovery
attempts may fail but CR is preserved, and the relationship is
restored to AR after the recovery succeeds, from which point
we can resume using the disk.
The stepwise relationship is established inductively by
showing (i) that initially CR holds for all s ∈ N P and t ∈ N S
(to establish, for example, the leftmost CR(s0 ,t0 ) in diagram (3)), and (ii) that each operation preserves AR or CR, or
transforms AR into CR or vice versa (giving rise to each of
the squares in diagram (3)). The inductive cases (ii) are called
type A per-operation correctness. For example, the type A
per-operation correctness formula for the crashed flush operation f c is
fc

∀s,t, s0 . AR(s,t) ∧ RI(s) ∧ s −
→ s0
fc

=⇒ ∃t 0 . t −
→ t 0 ∧ CR(s0 ,t 0 ) (4)
where RI is the representation invariant describing properties
that should be satisfied by the various data structures in a
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P-state, and is needed in the antecedent to make per-operation
correctness provable. For example, a part of RI states that
the in-memory L2P should agree with the in-flash L2P in
addition to all the delta pairs. Like AR and CR, there is also a
weaker version of RI called CI that describes only the properties about the in-flash part of a P-state, and is used in the
relevant per-operation correctness formulae. Note that peroperation correctness is about the behavior of an operation
in general, not about its effect on particular states. We have
thus reduced reasoning about fragments, of which there is a
myriad possibilities, to reasoning about operations, of which
there is only a handful.
Finally, to make the induction go through, we need to establish RI on all normal states and CI on all abnormal states
so that the RI and CI premises in the type A per-operation
correctness formulae are satisfied. This is done by showing
that the invariants are suitably preserved or transformed by
each operation, for example,
f

∀s, s0 . RI(s) ∧ s →
− s0 =⇒ RI(s0 )

(5)

These formulae are called type B per-operation correctness.
Up to this point, what we have proven is that P is behaviorally correct if (i) AR(s,t) implies s ≈ t for all s and t,
(ii) CR(s,t) for all s ∈ N P and t ∈ N S and CI(s) for all s ∈ N P ,
and (iii) (type A and type B) per-operation correctness holds
for each operation. The three conditions are discharged using
automatic verification techniques described next in §5.

5

Verifying the SCFTL Implementation

We use the SMT solver Z3 [18] to prove the correctness of
the aforementioned three conditions. The first two conditions
are easy to check: once we have the formulae describing the
invariants RI and CI and the abstraction relations AR and CR,
we can easily construct the corresponding formulae and let
Z3 prove their validity automatically. For the third condition,
i.e., the per-operation correctness, we need to construct the
op
formulae s −→ s0 in P from the C implementation for all
operations op. We use the symbolic executor Serval [32] to
build these formulae (§5.1). If we naively construct the peroperation correctness formulae, often the generated formulae
would be too difficult for Z3 to solve. We explain in §5.2–§5.4
how to simplify the formulae so that Z3 can handle them.

5.1

Modeling flash states and crashes

To perform symbolic execution for SCFTL, we need to translate C statements into formulae describing how they update
the P-states. A P-state includes a memory state and a flash
state. The memory state is a mapping from variable names
to their in-memory value. For example, it maps L2P to an
in-memory table. Serval can handle the update of memory
states and produce the corresponding formula automatically.
We model a flash state as a function content(bk, pg) that maps
a flash location, which is a pair (bk, pg) where bk is a block
address and pg is a page address, to the data stored in that
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page, and modify Serval to support the flash commands SYNC,
ERASE , READ , and WRITE . More concretely, we need to tell
Serval how those commands update flash states.
The WRITE(bk, pg, d) command updates the flash state
content(b, p) to ite(bk = b∧ pg = p, d, content(b, p)), where
ite(g, e1 , e2 ) is a shorthand for “if g then e1 else e2 .” The
ERASE (bk) command updates the flash state content(b, p)
to ite(bk = b, empty, content(b, p)), where empty is a page
(which can be modeled as, e.g., an array) with all cells valued −1. Neither the READ(bk, pg) nor the SYNC commands
change content(b, p) in the flash state.
Handling asynchronous flash operations The flash commands are asynchronous, i.e., the invoked commands first
wait in a queue and start to update the flash memory only
when the scheduler selects them. Updates to the same page
will be executed in the same order in which they come into the
queue, but there is no restriction regarding when the updates
happen for different pages. If the system crashes, it will lose
all commands in the queue.
The flash command SYNC blocks the system until the queue
becomes empty. If the system crashes right after a SYNC
command, there will be only one possible flash state. However,
when it happens between two SYNC commands, there can be
multiple possibilities, because we do not know which of those
queued commands are processed.
Example 1. Suppose the content at the location (b1 , p1 )
is empty before invoking the sequence of flash commands
WRITE (b1 , p1 , d1 ), ERASE (b1 , p1 ), WRITE (b1 , p1 , d2 ), SYNC .
If the system crashes right before SYNC, the content at (b1 , p1 )
can be either empty, d1 , or d2 .
One way to model crash behavior is to use crash schedules [42, §3.1], which are a set of boolean variables representing the occurrence of crash events during the execution of an
operation. A special case where all the boolean variables are
true indicates a successful execution, in which all the WRITEs
invoked by the operation are synchronized. If we adopted this
approach, then SCFTL would have to issue a SYNC at the
end of each operation, limiting concurrency within a single
operation. However, in our SCFTL implementation, it often
happens that a SYNC is invoked only after multiple operations.
Thus, this modeling would reduce performance significantly.
An alternative approach represents each flash page as a
history of values [13, §3.2], which are the values written asynchronously to the flash page since the last SYNC. The history
can be implemented as a list, and a crash non-deterministically
chooses a value from the list. This modeling does not require
synchronization at the end of an operation, and therefore does
not limit concurrency. However, lists are not well supported
by SMT solvers.
We propose a novel approach to model crash behavior,
which does not limit concurrency and is amenable to SMT
reasoning. The main idea is to “over-approximate” possible flash states when they are affected by asynchronous up-
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dates. We implement the idea by adding to the flash state
a mapping sync(b, p) that maps a flash location (b, p) to a
boolean value denoting whether the page is synchronized,
i.e., it is not affected by asynchronous updates since the last
SYNC. The WRITE(bk, pg, d) command updates sync(b, p) to
ite(bk = b ∧ pg = p, false, sync(b, p)) and the ERASE(bk)
command updates it to ite(bk = b, false, sync(b, p)). The
READ(b, p) command does not change sync(b, p) and always
returns content(b, p) no matter sync(b, p) is true or not. The
SYNC command remaps all locations of sync to true.
If op is a successfully executed operation, we collect all
P-states produced after executing op symbolically and use
op
them to construct the formula for s −→ s0 .
If op is a crashed operation, we collect all possible crash
states in two steps. We first collect all flash states (i) right
before every SYNC command and (ii) after executing op. We
then update the content(b, p) function of the collected states
to ite(sync(b, p), content(b, p), any), where any means the
content can be any value. We model any with fresh variables,
op
whose values can be arbitrarily assigned. The formula s −→ s0
can then be constructed from all the content(b, p) functions of
the collected states. We also designed a suitable crash representation invariant CI for SCFTL operations that records flash
disk information that is just sufficient for the recovery operation. For instance, it states that “at least one of the two full
checkpoints is committed.” The CI can be guaranteed even
with the over-approximated flash state we just introduced.
As said, the formulae produced with the approach we just
described may be too difficult for SMT solvers to solve. Below
(§5.2–§5.4) we introduce the techniques we use to simplify
the formulae and make automatic verification feasible. These
techniques are very general and should be usable by other
automatic verification projects.

5.2

Crafting the abstraction relations and
representation invariants

To avoid overwhelming the SMT solvers, care must be taken
to put the abstraction relations and representation invariants
in a suitable form. Below we look at a concrete example. A
part of the abstraction relations asserts that the stable L2P in
S should agree with its concrete representation in P, which
is the in-flash L2P stored in a committed full checkpoint, in
addition to all the committed delta pairs stored in the delta
region (Figure 2). As opposed to representing the assertion
as a relation, we could define a function that computes the
physical address for a given logical address la from a Pstate by starting with the in-flash L2P and then sequentially
applying the delta pairs, and assert that the stable L2P in S
agrees with the results of the function. Serval compiles the
assertion to the following constraint (assuming for simplicity
that there are only two delta pairs (la0 , pa0 ) and (la1 , pa1 )):
∀la. L2Pstable [la]
= ite(la = la1 , pa1 , ite(la = la0 , pa0 , L2Pflash [la]))
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The number of ites is the same as the number of delta pairs,
which in the implementation is set to be large enough to avoid
frequent full checkpointing. The resultant formula turns out
to be too large for the SMT solvers to handle, though.
We thus choose to represent the assertion as a relation,
which is divided into two disjoint parts. The first part considers logical addresses that appear in the delta region, and the
second part considers those that do not. In more detail:
• For every (∀) logical address la that appears in the region, there exists (∃) a pair (la, pa) in the region such that
L2Pstable [la] = pa. Moreover, this pair should be the last
one about la in the sense that for any (∀) subsequent pair
(la0 , pa0 ) we have la0 6= la.
• For every (∀) logical address la that does not appear in the
region, we have L2Pstable [la] = L2Pflash [la].
The first part of the relation is still not amenable to efficient SMT solving as it contains quantifier alternation of
the form ∀x. ∃y. ∀z. . . . , which is often too hard for the SMT
solvers [4, 44] to deal with. The key observation is that the
existential quantifier ∃ can be avoided with the ghost variable
technique [20]: because pa is determined by la and the P-state,
we can extend the S-states with an auxiliary array aux (along
with some other ghost variables required to determine pa) and
modify the transition relation of S to keep track of the last
pa associated with each la; the formula can then simply use
aux[la] (instead of an existentially quantified variable) wherever it needs to refer to the last pa associated with la. Note
that the transitions of the non-ghost variables (i.e., volatile,
stable, and wcnt) must not depend on the ghost variables (e.g.,
aux), so that the specification of interest (Figure 4) is essentially a projection of the S-states, in which ghost variables are
removed from the state space.

5.4

Partitioning the proofs

Both the implementation and specification of SCFTL involve
“non-determinism” when a flush operation crashes. In the
implementation,c we collect multiple flash states to produce
f
the formula s −
→ s0 . In the specification (Figure 4), when
a flash operation crashes, the stable data may remain unchanged (t 0 .stable = t .stable) or change to the volatile data
(t 0 .stable = t .volatile). We found that such non-determinism
induces verification bottlenecks. We tried to prove the correctness of flush using Z3 with the presence of such nondeterminism, but the solver failed to solve it given a few
days of time budget. In our experience, this usually means
the problem is too difficult for Z3 and needs to be simplified. For SCFTL, such non-determinism can be avoided by
partitioning the proofs. We need to figure out (i) which
flash states of the implementation correspond to the specification t 0 .stable = t .stable and (ii) which correspond to
t 0 .stable = t .volatile. More concretely, assuming that we collect two flash states, represented as f1 (s) and f2 (s), during
the execution of the crashed flush operation, we can substitute
the transition relations in Formula 4 properly to obtain:
∀s,t, s0 . AR(s,t) ∧ RI(s) ∧ (s0 = f1 (s) ∨ s0 = f2 (s))
 0

t .stable = t .stable
=⇒ ∃t 0 .
∧ CR(s0 ,t 0 ) (6)
∨ t 0 .stable = t .volatile
Instead of directly proving Formula 6, which involves nondeterminism (∨), we can use Z3 to prove the following two
sufficient conditions separately—if we know that the first
flash state corresponds to t 0 .stable = t .stable, and the second
corresponds to t 0 .stable = t .volatile:
∀s,t, s0 . AR(s,t) ∧ RI(s) ∧ s0 = f1 (s)
=⇒ ∃t 0 . t 0 .stable = t .stable ∧ CR(s0 ,t 0 ) (7)
∀s,t, s0 . AR(s,t) ∧ RI(s) ∧ s0 = f2 (s)

5.3

=⇒ ∃t 0 . t 0 .stable = t .volatile ∧ CR(s0 ,t 0 ) (8)

Categorizing the invariants

We use the observation that, usually, the invariants and abstraction relations can be grouped into different categories and
handled separately in verification. For example, the RI may
include constraints for different components of SCFTL, e.g.,
checkpoint and garbage collection. To simplify the presentation, here we assume RI(s) = RI chk (s) ∧ RI gc (s) ∧ RI other (s),
where RI chk (s) are invariants related to checkpoints, RI gc (s)
are those related to garbage collection, and RI other (s) are
other invariants. Now we can divide Formula 5 into three
op
simpler formulae: ∀s, s0 . RI(s) ∧ s −→ s0 =⇒ RI x (s0 ), where
x ∈ {chk, gc, other}, and prove their correctness separately.
We can further simplify the formulae by using only a subset
of the constraints in RI to show the preservation of invariants.
The reason is that to show RI x (s0 ) holds after the execution of
op, we usually do not need the starting state s to also satisfy
the invariants related to other components. Hence we can use
op
the formula ∀s, s0 . RI x (s) ∧ s −→ s0 =⇒ RI x (s0 ) instead.
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Although this technique requires manual inspection of each
crash state generated during an operation, it significantly improves the scalability of the verification of SCFTL.

6

Discussion

Using an SMT solver has the advantage that once the formulae are constructed, their proofs are done fully automatically.
If some of the constructed formulae cannot be solved in a
reasonable time, we apply the techniques mentioned above
to simplify them systematically. In total, the representation
invariant (RI) and the abstraction relation (AR) contain 98
conditions; their weaker versions (CI and CR, respectively)
contain 17 conditions. We also use loop invariants and an
inductive proof rule [23] to handle large loops. With these, all
but three conditions can be proven correct.
The three unverified conditions are: (i) after a successful
recovery, the L2P table is an one-to-one mapping except for
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invalid entries; (ii) after a successful recovery, there is sufficient space to accommodate the follow-up writes and gcrl s;
(iii) after a successful flush, there is sufficient space to accommodate the follow-up writes and gcrl s. For the three unverified
conditions, we use the validation technique [37] to ensure
their correctness. The validator itself is formally verified (explained in §6.1) and will notify the user when our SCFTL
implementation violates the property. Such notification never
occurs in all of our experiments.
The Z3 verification time is 4640 seconds for a 8 GB flash
disk and 6302 seconds for a 256 GB flash disk. We choose
to verify a particular flash disk size at a time (rather than
for all sizes) to reduce the number of quantifiers and thus
improve the verification time. We also tried to change other
parameters (e.g., several write bounds ranging from 2048 to
20480), the verification time ranges from 1 hour to 2 hours;
interestingly, a larger value does not imply a longer time.
Table 1. Lines of code for SCFTL.
Component
SCFTL implementation
Snapshot consistency theorems
SCFTL specification
Invariants & Relations
Ghost variables
Proof partitions
Flash memory model
Core framework
Total

Lines of code
950 (C)
652 (Agda [33])
22 (Rosette [43])
2010 (Rosette)
538 (Rosette)
96 (Rosette)
232 (Rosette)
1048 (Rosette)
3946 (Rosette)

Table 1 shows the lines of code for SCFTL. We count the
specification, loop invariants, representation invariants, abstraction relations, ghost variables, and proof partitions as our
proof, resulting in a proof-to-implementation ratio of 2.8:1.
The total development effort is about 6 person-months; a significant part is devoted to finding (an efficient SMT encoding
of) the required invariants and scaling the verification with
the techniques we introduced in §5. For the trusted computing
base, we assume that (i) the flash memory is free of error, (ii)
the verification tools Z3, Agda, and Serval are correct, (iii)
the translation from LLVM to machine code is correct, and
(iv) the LightNVM [6] Linux kernel module, which we used
to host our SCFTL, is correct.

6.1

Validating unverified conditions

For each of the unverified conditions, we implement a validator to monitor if the condition is indeed satisfied during
runtime. More specifically, we add to the P-states a set of
validation variables, including a flag indicating whether the
validation fails or succeeds. The validators are not allowed to
modify the P-states other than the validation variables. We
prove that the validator establishes the following postcondition: if the flag indicates a successful validation, then the
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condition holds. Although the validation approach is not as
useful for storage systems as for compilers, we regard the
approach as a last resort to circumvent the limitation of automatic verification.
Validation can also be used to incorporate unverified components into SCFTL. For example, an unverified block allocator may keep track of the block usage and allocate the block
with the least amount of usage for wear leveling. A validator can then validate whether the allocated block is actually
in the free block queue, and if so, returns the block. Otherwise, SCFTL falls back to the default verified behavior, e.g.,
allocating the first block in the free block queue.

6.2

Support for concurrency

Our verification methodology does not support concurrent
SCFTL operations, and our specification has a sequential nature. However, both of them do not limit an implementation
from exploiting the high degree of hardware parallelism commonly seen in modern flash disks (e.g., multiple channels and
flash chips). More specifically, executing a single step (e.g.,
a write operation) in the specification corresponds to performing a top-level C function in the SCFTL implementation.
The C function usually uses asynchronous flash commands to
avoid waiting for slow flash operations to finish. This design
allows multiple flash operations to be executed concurrently
until a SYNC. Reordering due to the concurrency of flash
operations can only be observed when a crash occurs. We
describe our technique to capture reordering in §5.1.

7

Evaluation

To evaluate SCFTL, we conducted experiments designed to
answer the following questions:
• Is SCFTL actually correct? (§7.1)
• How does SCFTL perform compared to other FTLs implementing different disk models? (§7.2)
• Is the guarantee of snapshot consistency provided by
SCFTL useful to its upper layers? (§7.3)
All experiments were done on a host machine with a 12-core
3.2 GHz Intel i7-8700 CPU and 16 GB of DRAM. To emulate
the flash memory, we run experiments on Linux 4.15 hosted
by FEMU [29], a QEMU-based emulator that can emulate an
Open-Channel SSD (OCSSD). We used liblightnvm [2] with
the libaio [1] backend to access the underlying OCSSD in an
asynchronous way. The original version of FEMU supports latency emulation for OCSSD commands, but as libaio can only
issue NVMe base commands, we followed FEMU’s approach
to emulate latency for NVMe base commands. We validated
that the results produced by the two sets of commands are
consistent. The OCSSD has 4 channels, 4 dies per channel,
and a total of 8 GB flash memory. We reserved 16 MB of
flash memory for the full checkpoint region, 256 MB for the
delta region, and set the write bound to 2048.
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Stress testing and crash state simulation

Comparing SCFTL with other FTLs

Besides SCFTL, we implemented two additional FTLs with
different crash guarantees. The two FTLs implement the asynchronous (denoted by async) and synchronous (denoted by
sync) disk models respectively. async is implemented in a way
similar to SCFTL, except async (i) does not do checkpointing,
(ii) does not comply with 2PGC (i.e., victim blocks are erased
immediately after all valid data is relocated), and (iii) has no
write count constraint. sync is the same as async, except sync
always uses synchronous operations to access the underlying
flash memory. We assume the one-page merge buffer of sync
is backed by a battery (i.e., data copied to the buffer is guaranteed to be persistent); thus sync can safely ignore any flush
request. We also used the state-of-the-art FTL pblk [6], which
has similar features to async (e.g., both of them implement
the asynchronous disk model and use a sector-level L2P), to
understand the quality of our FTL implementation.
We wrote a small program to randomly issue 4 KB writes to
a disk, and periodically flush the disk after a fixed number of
writes. We call this period the write interval. For pblk, we also
used a concurrent version (employing 4 threads) of the same
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256-GB flash disk
128-GB flash disk
4-GB flash disk

5
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To validate the correctness of SCFTL, we designed a testing
framework that allows fast stress testing and crash state simulation. The framework hosts SCFTL by emulating the flash
memory with DRAM, and simulates a crash by overwriting
all pages affected by asynchronous WRITE or ERASE since the
last SYNC with garbage data. The framework uses a workload
generator to issue a sequence of writes and flushes to SCFTL,
and simulates a crash based on a given probability. We set a
higher probability for configurations that are more likely to
result in corner cases (e.g., crashes during recovery).
The framework maintains a pair of arrays, volatile and
stable, as golden results, and changes their states according
to Figure 4. A result checker is then periodically activated to
read every sector of SCFTL and check whether the results
produced by SCFTL is consistent with the volatile array. To
speed up testing, the checker only compares the first few
bytes of the read data. We ran the test with 4 configurations
for about 8 hours. In total, the workload generator wrote more
than 1.4 TB of data, issued about 12 millions of flushes and
simulated about 10 thousands of crashes. SCFTL successfully
recovered from every crash state and passed all checks.

7.2

15

5

Figure 5. Throughput of FTLs under random writes with
different write intervals (WI).
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Figure 6. Boot time of SCFTL.
program as a way to identify the limitation of SCFTL’s sequential nature. Figure 5 shows the average throughput. We first
draw two conclusions: (i) Our baseline FTL, async (3rd bars),
has a performance characteristic similar to pblk (2nd bars).
(ii) Concurrent workloads (1st bars), in general, have higher
total throughput than sequential workloads (2nd bars); but
the improvement is less obvious when the write interval is
higher (e.g., WI = 2048 and WI = 256) because the underlying
flash memory has fewer idle resources to serve the concurrent
requests. Next, we compare SCFTL with async and sync.
When the write interval is set to 2048, SCFTL throughput
is within 5% of async on average; with the write interval
set to 256, SCFTL throughput is still within 11%. In both
settings, SCFTL outperforms sync by more than 14x. With
the write interval set to 16, SCFTL throughput drops to 53%
of async, but still outperforms sync by 3.8x. When the write
interval is reduced to 1, SCFTL throughput is only one half
of async and one quarter of sync, because SCFTL writes one
additional delta page on receiving a flush. Note that the last
setting is not a reasonable usage of SCFTL, but it shows the
overhead of SCFTL under the worst-case scenario.
We also analyze the write and flush latency and make the
following observations: (i) SCFTL has a slightly higher average flush latency (12 ms) than async (10 ms) because SCFTL
writes an additional delta page during a flush. (ii) SCFTL
has a higher maximum flush latency (398 ms) due to full
checkpointing; we can reduce the latency with a hybrid setting (similarly to the WAFL file system [22] which puts a
log of requests on non-volatile memory and other data on
slower disks), in which the full checkpoints go to memory
technologies with a lower latency (e.g., SLC flash and 3D
XPoint memory [21]), and other data stays in ones with a
higher latency but a lower cost (e.g., MLC and TLC flash).
Finally, Figure 6 shows the boot time of SCFTL. We have
not yet implemented optimizations for recovery to reduce the
boot time, so the boot time is nearly the same regardless of
whether there is a graceful shutdown or where a crash occurs.
In general, the boot time is directly proportional to the size of
the delta region and the size of the logical address space.

7.3

Modifying xv6 with SCFTL

To understand the usefulness of snapshot consistency guaranteed by SCFTL, we used xv6 [16], a simple log-based file
system, as our example. In order to prevent any file system
inconsistency (e.g., a directory entry pointing to a free inode)
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largefile

mailbench

Figure 7. Performance of xv6 on different FTLs. SQLite
generates 1K insert transactions followed by 1K update transactions; smallfiles repeatedly creates a file, writes 100 bytes
of data to it, and calls fsync; largefile writes 4 MB of data
to a file and calls fsync for every 1 MB; mailbench models
a mail server running on the sv6 operating system [14]. To
ensure durability, mailbench invokes an fsync for each message. We ran each workload 5 times and reported the average.
The standard deviation is less than 8%.
due to a crash occurring in the middle of a system call, xv6
uses a write-ahead log for atomically writing multiple sectors
of data to its underlying disk. Such atomicity, however, can be
easily achieved with SCFTL. We thus modified xv6 to bypass
its log so that data does not need to be written twice, once to
the log and once to its actual location. We further modified
xv6 to support a common optimization known as group commit, which groups multiple system calls into one transaction,
to reduce the number of flushes. With group commit, xv6 only
issues a flush when a transaction is full or on receiving an
fsync. The implementation is rather easy with SCFTL; we
changed less than 30 lines of code of xv6. We compared the
two modified versions of xv6 on SCFTL (denoted by xv6xlog and xv6-group, respectively) with the original xv6 on the
asynchronous and synchronous disks used in §7.2 (denoted
by xv6/async and xv6/sync, respectively). We used existing
file system benchmarks [14, 40] to evaluate the performance.
Figure 7 shows the results. The performance of xv6-xlog is
only on par with that of xv6/async and xv6/sync. Although
xv6-xlog has reduced the use of writes and flushes via bypassing the log, issuing a flush at the end of each system call
would inevitably result in a small write interval, for which
SCFTL does not perform very well as shown in Figure 5.
xv6-group performs much better than the other three as the
write interval becomes larger when multiple system calls are
grouped together. The performance difference is particularly
obvious for largefile, where fsyncs are less frequent.
Note that while xv6/async, xv6/sync, and xv6-xlog guarantee immediate durability, that is, the result of a system call
is successfully stored in the disk after the call returns, xv6group only guarantees system calls before the last fsync are
persisted, and system calls after the last fsync will not be
reordered. This property is also known as sequential crash
consistency [7]. In practice, sequential crash consistency is a
very strong property and is what most application developers
actually require [35].
Finally we compare our group commit version of xv6 with
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Figure 8. xv6 on SCFTL vs. ext4 on pblk. When running
mailbench on ext4-metadata that does not guarantee the ordering between data and metadata, we invoked one additional
fdatasync on the temporary file [12, Figure 1].
the state-of-the-art storage stack: ext4 on pblk. We mounted
ext4 with two configurations: The default metadata journaling mode data=ordered (denoted by ext4-metadata), and the
data journaling mode data=journal,journal_async_commit
(denoted by ext4-data). ext4-metadata does not journal data
but it issues one more flush than ext4-data when committing
an ext4 transaction.
Figure 8 shows the results. xv6-group performance is 7%
to 49% lower than ext4-metadata. Compared with ext4-data,
the performance difference is more divergent. For SQLite,
xv6-group performance is only 43% of ext4-data; but for
largefile, xv6-group is more than 1.4x of ext4-data. Such
divergence can be explained by the behavior of the workloads:
SQLite frequently issues fsyncs and causes the performance
of SCFTL to degrade; on the other hand, largefile issues much
less fsyncs and a huge amount of data is written in the journal
of ext4-data. We believe the performance difference between
our modified xv6 and ext4 is mainly owing to the simplicity
of xv6. This can be improved by, e.g., optimizing xv6 with
in-memory representations for file system operations [5].

8

Conclusion

We believe that our verified SCFTL brings new opportunities
for the design of the storage stack. We demonstrate that
starting at a lower-level of abstraction can make verifying
crash safety easier while still resulting in an efficient system.
Formal specification and verification give the user a clear
picture and strong confidence of what he/she can assume
while designing the upper layers of the storage stack. Our
experimental results show that SCFTL can provide a strong
crash guarantee without compromising its performance if
upper layers can carefully reduce the flush frequency.
There are several avenues for future work. For instance, we
would like to extend the work to cover upper layers, such as
file systems or database systems, of the storage stack. With
a careful design that fully utilizes the advantage of SCFTL,
we believe it is likely that we can obtain a verified and yet
efficient upper-layer system. The FTLs used in commercial
products usually come with several optimizations, e.g., hotcold data separation and wear leveling. We plan to extend
SCFTL to use those optimizations.
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